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A group of lawyers has been coveted in recent years by the most prestigious law
ﬁrms. They are supposed to predict results more accurately than Gary Born, create
more persuasive stories than Stanimir Alexandrov and even issue better awards
than Gabrielle Kauﬀman-Kohler. Their names are Watson, Ross, Lex Machina and
Compas – they are Machine Learning Systems (“MLS) with natural language
capability and the capacity to review thousands of decisions in merely seconds.
Computer systems are constantly evolving and their use by lawyers has grown
steadily. For example, DRExM has been recently used in Egypt to resolve
construction disputes, as it has the ability to recommend the most suitable dispute
resolution technique, depending on the nature of the dispute, the evidence and the
relation between the parties.
In this scenario, it is important to ask whether technology might replace arbitrators
in the near future. In order to perform such evaluation, we will resort to the legal
framework of several countries from Latin America, as well as the provisions of the
UNCITRAL Model Law. Then, we will explore whether MLS would perform better
than humans do. Finally, we will turn to the crystal ball to predict which discussion
might lay in the arbitration market of the future.
Are parties able to appoint Machine Learning Systems as arbitrators?

Naturally, none of the revised arbitration laws expressly forbids the appointment of
a computer as an arbitrator. Instead, every provision regarding the validity of the
arbitration agreement only deﬁnes it as the submission of a dispute to the
arbitrators. In turn, the deﬁnitions of “arbitral tribunal” only state that parties may
appoint a sole or a plurality of arbitrators. Thus, based on this circular argument,
both an arbitration agreement referring the dispute to a Machine Learning System
arbitrator and the composition of a tribunal by such machine would be valid.
However, the Arbitration Acts from Peru (art. 20), Brazil (art. 10), Ecuador (art. 19)
and Colombia (art. 7 – domestic arbitration) include speciﬁc references to
arbitrators as “people” or require them to act by themselves. For example, the
Peruvian Arbitration Act states that “any individual with full capacity to exercise his
civil rights may act as an arbitrators”.
In contrast, legislation from Chile, Colombia (international arbitration) and Mexico,
as well as the Model Law, do not contain a speciﬁc reference to arbitrators as
“people” nor require them to be in capacity to exercise their civil rights. Arguably,
this legal loophole would enable users to designate a computer as an arbitrator in
these countries.
Despite of that, legal status of MLS might change in the future. For example,
members of the European Parliament have proposed to provide legal status to
robots, categorizing them as “electronic people” and holding them responsible for
their acts or omissions. This kind of regulation would open new doors, arguably
allowing parties to appoint computers, even in countries that require “people”
arbitrators.
Furthermore, even if parties were not allowed to appoint computers as arbitrators,
that does not mean they cannot agree to use them. Even if arbitration laws do not
apply, courts should still enforce such agreements as a matter of contract law.
Besides these normative considerations, we believe the appointment of machine
arbitrator could be held back based on a supposed breach of international public
order. According to Gibson, this concept evolves continually to meet the needs of
the political, social, cultural and economic contexts. However, change takes time.
Hence, one might argue that an award rendered by machine arbitrators should be
set aside for defying the international public order, as it lacks key human
characteristics such as emotion, empathy and the ability to explain its decision.

Would machine arbitrators perform better?
Even though technology has evolved dramatically in the last years, a MLS is still
not able to accurately read, predict nor feel emotions. In our view, the lack of
emotional processing would be a great handicap for a machine arbitrator. To
illustrate this point, let us review what happened to Elliot, one of Antonio
Damasio’s patients.
Elliot had a tumor the size of a small orange. Even though the operation was
successfully performed, Elliot’s family and friends noticed something strange in his
behavior after the procedure.
Before deciding where to eat, Elliot scrupulously scanned the menu of each
restaurant, where he would sit, the lighting scheme and attended each
establishment to verify how full it was. Elliot was no longer Elliot. Although his IQ
had remained intact, he had the emotional life of a mannequin. Without emotion
he was unable to make decisions.
In sum, emotions are critical for humans. This would be a great handicap for
machine arbitrators. As explained by Allen, computers can’t spontaneously feel
emotions, because they can’t recognize nor understand cues as facial expression,
gestures, and voice intonation. In turn, machines can’t convey information about
their own emotional state by using appropriately responsive cues.
In this sense, Nappert and Flader state that “failure to give proper recognition to
the parties’ emotional reactions arguably hampers the arbitrators’ understanding
of the case as it discounts the part played by the parties’ emotions in the
circumstances leading up to the dispute”.
Emotions act as a source of information, cause of motivation and inﬂuence
information processing by coloring our perception, memory encoding and
judgments. Without them, our decisions are not human.
Also, speciﬁc emotions as anger play an important role in legal decision making. As
explained by Terry Maroney, anger generates a predisposition towards ﬁghting
against injustice. Thus, angry arbitrators are prone to feel an intense desire to
repair an unfair situation, even if that means taking more risks to ﬁx the current
scenario.

Moreover, Machine Learning Systems also lack empathy. That is, the ability to
understand the intentions of others, predict their behavior, and experience the
emotion they are feeling.
This emotional intelligence trait requires the development of metacognition;
meaning, thinking about thinking, thinking about feeling and thinking about other
thoughts and feelings. However, this feature hasn´t been achieved by computers
yet.
Empathy is crucial in arbitration. As Frankman explains, arbitrators need to put
themselves on the parties’ shoes to understand their hopes, struggles,
expectations and assumptions. It is only after this cognitive exercise that
arbitrators are ready to fully understand the dispute and reach an award.
Furthermore, Machine Learning Systems are not yet able to explain their own
decisions. This could be a problem, even where unreasoned awards are allowed if
agreed (e.g. Perú). For example, computers would not be able to issue ﬁnal
judgements regarding a preliminary decision subject to an appeal for
reconsideration. Arguably, this could feed resistance against machine arbitrators,
based on due process.
Notably, the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation – which takes
eﬀect on May 2018 – forbids automated decisions regarding proﬁling if the
algorithms cannot be later explained to its users (“right to an explanation”).
According to Burrel, this will create several problems, as corporations might try to
conceal information from public scrutiny, access to codes will probably be not
simple enough for ordinary citizens and, specially, there will be a mismatch
between the mathematics involved in machine learning and the demands of
human-scale reasoning and style of interpretation.
In sum, machines are limited. In our view, an emotionless arbitrator without
empathy and the ability to explain itself would not be able to fully understand the
drama of the parties, their intent and the provided meaning besides the written
text of the contract and documents.
Having said that, we do believe MLS could assist arbitrators. For example, HYPO is
a computer that could guide arbitrators in the search for precedent, explaining
similarities and diﬀerences between cases and even suggesting possible
arguments that could be used for the resolution of the dispute. In such cases, the

system would not make the decision, but only act as a guide for arbitrators. In this
scenario, it would still be up to the human arbitrators to attribute intent and
meaning to the evidence.
Final remarks
The arbitration legal framework was not designed to expressly forbid nor allow the
appointment of computers as arbitrators. As technology evolves, the time to
amend our laws might come sooner than expected.
Therefore, we encourage arbitration practitioners to discuss what would change if
machine arbitrators are appointed. How would the standard of conﬂicts of interests
apply? Would it be possible to appoint a computer in a panel with two human
arbitrators? How would they deliberate?
Technology will no doubt eventually catch up and provide solutions. Prehistoric
lawyers who try to cling to tradition and suppress innovation will remain at the
middle of the evolutionary chain. Hence, it is up to the arbitration community to
express its needs for empathetic arbitrators that are able to explain and feel their
decisions. After all, as Sydney Harris said, “the real danger is not that computers
will begin to think like men, but that men will begin to think like computers”.
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